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Last December, CBS broadcast two classic "Dick Van Dyke" episodes, beautifully
remastered and colorized for today's audiences...television classic fans were overjoyed.
Sadly, last month we lost Mary Tyler Moore, Dick's costar in this iconic series and we're
honored to be asked by CBS to bring these episodes to Allied Vaughn retailers. We hope
you'll enjoy them as much as your customers will.

Warner Archive continues to lead the Blu-ray remastering of popular films with a new
wave of titles now up for presale, including  "Demon Seed", "SOB" and "When Dinosaurs
Ruled the Earth".

Our friends at Gravitas Ventures released a portfolio of compelling dramas and
documentaries, hitting on today's pressing social issues. Of note, check out "Dog by Dog",
"Stuff", "Figures of Speech and "The Babymoon".

Look this week at a host of new releases from National Geographic, Desert Island and
HBO Latin America...all 100% ready to ship, no backorders, we're the easiest supply chain
to work with!

Successful retailing to you all, 
Richard Skillman
Vice President
Allied Vaughn
avmodnews@alliedvaughn.com
http://www.alliedvaughn.com
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CBS Releases Dick Van Dyke Colorized Special! 
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Great news AV Retailers, we have the EXCLUSIVE release of the "Dick Van Dyke Show"
colorized special that aired in December to classic fan accolades and excitement.  Sadly,
Ms. Moore's passing generated more fan interest in the release of these shows.
Beautifully remastered and a salute to several of the shows most popular episodes, this
will certainly be a collectors delight. And its' available in both DVD and Blu-ray. It's
available for resale now, if you're not an Allied Vaughn retailer, now is the time to sign
up! 
 
3/21/2017   191091349267  The Dick Van Dyke Show - Now In Living Color!  BD-25  2017    
Bring home the network special: The Dick Van Dyke Show...Now In Living Color!, a
presentation of two cherished episodes "That's My Boy??" and "Coast To Coast Big
Mouth" that aired on CBS in December 2016.   Also included as special features are the
original network versions of the two episodes, both colorized and in the original black
and white - plus! a new conversation with Dick Van Dyke and Carl Reiner.
 
That's My Boy??
(Original Airdate: 9/25/1963)
As Rob and Laura host a dinner
party with a few friends, Rob recalls the hectic days after their son, Ritchie, was born,
when he was sure the hospital had given him and Laura the wrong baby.
 
Coast to Coast Big Mouth
(Original Airdate: 9/15/1965)
Laura Petrie blurts out a top secret on a national television quiz show, revealing that
comedian Alan Brady wears a toupee.  Stars Dick Van Dyke;Mary Tyler Moore;Rose
Marie;Morey Amsterdam;Larry Mathews;Jerry Paris;Ann Morgan Guilbert                                   
 



3/21/2017    191091349243  The Dick Van Dyke Show - Now In Living Color!  DVD-5            
                        

Our Studios February Hit New Releases to DVD
There's so much to share from our partner studios
Allied Vaughn's limitless catalog, here's what are now in retail for February! 
   

Desert Island Films

643380817983  Tanks: A Century of Dominating the Battlefield         2016          
This is a  tank documentary which covers American tanks as no other before. Starting from
WW1-era tanks, then through WW 2, it brings the viewer up to today's cutting-edge
designs.   Produced by people who served in  combat, who are thus knowledgeable and
highly  experienced with these massive weapons of war.  A must-see for any tank
enthusiast. US Army, Clyde Hoch

National Geographic



 024543337645  Facing 2017     Facing...is an in-depth look at some of modern history's most
famous, often polarizing, figures. Told from the point of view of their biggest adversaries
and closest confidants, firsthand accounts are woven together with archival footage for a
unique glimpse into the psyches of these legendary personalities, such as Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Vladimir Putin, Donald Trump, Suge Knight and Pablo Escobar. National
Geographic
 
024543379065  China's Megatomb Revealed   2017     Nat Geo explorer Albert Lin unearths
the terrible secrets that lie hidden in the tomb of China's first emperor. The Terracotta
Warriors are just the tip of the iceberg in this massive mausoleum that has gone largely
unexcavated until now. The silent statues guard explosive, macabre findings that rewrite
history and paint a picture of the ancient world very different from what we thought we
knew.  National Geographic
 
Leomark Studios



 
818522016214  Log In  2014     Based on the famous French novel Les Liaisons Dangeureux
(Dangerous Liaisons), Log In is a 21st-century take on voyeurism, passion, and revenge.
Janka (Nóra Parti) and Banhegyi (József Tálos) meet over the internet on a video dating
site, where each is searching for clues to a loved one's suicide. Janka has just learned that
when her husband killed himself, he was secretly involved with Anett (Kata Gáspár), a
larcenous seductress he met through a video dating site. Banhegyi has just lost his
daughter after her heart is broken by the wealthy and debauched Marco (András Pál).
Janka and Banhegyi plot to seduce Marco and Anett and extract revenge for the deaths,
but they are caught in their own trap when they lose track of who is the seducer and who
is being seduced. Told entirely through computer video recordings, Log In is a sexy, scary
rollercoaster ride that takes you to the heights and depths of human desire. Kata Gaspar,
Andras Pal, Nora Parti, Jozsef Talos
 
818522016221  Fast & Frantic  2010    As a kid in the eighties in South Africa, Lukas dreams
of becoming a quarter mile racing champ. His mom tells him to stay away from those
people because they are Racists. Lukas is too young to know what a racist is and hears it as
'Race-ist'. The Film follows his journey as a young man in modern South Africa where the
limitation of color no longer applies... from Zero to hero in 10 seconds flat! With the help
of two crazy Bio Chemists, Lukas will chase the title as quarter mile king of Brakpan!  Craig
Palm, DJ Fresh, Kurt Darren, Jonathan Pienaar
 
818522016238  Nirvana 2014    Ian Velloza (Vila Faia) is Vega, a small-time wiseguy who
gets kicked out of his gang just when he expects to move up. Out for revenge, Vega teams
up with a bunch of delinquent small-time criminals to pay back the leader of the gang,
Barbas.Vega's plan is to beat Barbas's gang to the scene of a planned robbery and get the



money first. What Vega doesn't realize is that Barbas has many enemies, all of whom had
the same idea. Now Vega and his ragtag team must fight through a horde of gangsters to
get to the loot--and survive.   Ian Veloza, Miguel Meneses, Daniel Martinho, Paulp
Azeyelo, Sarri Lucas

 
818522016245  Curse of the Shaolin  2010      Kung Fu, Hot Girls and a Curse. What Could Go
Wrong? Curse of the Shaolin is a humorous account of the trials and tribulations of making
a 'cursed' documentary about the Shaolin Warriors of Chinatown. These Shaolin Warriors
Monks, five innocent young men who grew up in the Shaolin Temples in the middle of
China, now struggle to survive performing the ancient art of kung-fu in the entertainment
capital of Los Angeles.  But can holiness survive Hollywood?  Beate Antares, Sven Kamm,
Sonny Soohoo
 
818522016252  Sex Galaxy  2008         A hundred years into the future, global warming has
turned the earth into a dust bowl. In order to combat the problem of overpopulation, all
sexual congress has been outlawed. From Earth Station Central, 3 female-starved male
astronauts are shot into space to fix a sewage problem on an outlying space station. After
quickly fixing the plumbing, they decide to break the rules and fly on to a remote and
mysterious planet. It is rumored that a tribe of beautiful Amazon women whose very
existence is solely to satisfy men's desires inhabits the planet. On reaching their
destination, the scientists discover that there are unexpected complications.  Ben
Phillips, Anthony Jenkins, Stephen Heiser, Casey Robinson, Jesse Bernstein, Amanda Gari,
Timothy Johnson
 
818522016269  Stunt Games   2015     Adam & Samuel, twin brothers who dream of success
as cinema stunt men, become entangled with mafia after accepting an obscure



assignment. Now, they are in for the fight of their lives. And this time, it's real.  Steven
Dasz, Andrew Dasz, Mariam Hernandez, Oscar Abad, Pepe Batista, Gonzalo Berzosa
 
818522016276  If You Only Knew 2011 After being abused by her boyfriend in her youth, a 
stunning fashion designer develops Alzheimer's at an unusually early age. With her
memory fast-fading, she reluctantly faces the demons of her past, while dreaming of a
better future for her son. Haunting and relevant.        106:00  Leomark Studios Juliana
Harkavy, William Haze, Ford D'Aprix, Kourtney Brown, Hayley Higgins
 
818522016283  Shadows In The Distance  2015          "Andrea is a 29 year old German woman
who is An employee at a book store in Berlin. Piero is A 45 year old Italian man who is
conducting a Radio show focused on Mediterranean music.One day they eventually meet
each other in a Cinema. They stare at each other without saying anything at all but
feelings arise from their sights. After this first encounter Andrea and Piero will begin to
figure out a love affair in their respective inner self between both of them. They do not
know anything about each other. The two of them would look for each other around the
city until a phone call will change their fate." Katrin Bühring, Andrea Bruschi, Katharina
Rivilis, Ninon Bohm, Kay Bartholomäus

 

 
818522016290  Bathing Franky            2012    "When Steve (Shaun Goss) is released from
prison, he is unable to connect with his girlfriend (Bree Desborough), as he is still
haunted by his relationship with a fellow inmate.  Taking a community services job
delivering meals, Steve meets Rod (Henri Szeps), a wildly irrepressible older man, who is
the full time carer for his invalid mother (Maria Venuti) who, when not confined to a
wheelchair, gets about on her modified ride-on lawn mower.  Steve is captivated by the



older pair's extravagant world of make-believe and a close friendship between the men
develops.  A raw and edgy contemporary drama with a touch of surreal humor. Bathing
Franky is a film about hope, forgiveness and the double-edged sword of imagination and
fantasy as a means for dealing with the harsher aspects of life.  Henri Szeps, Maria Venuti,
Shaun Goss, Bree Desborough, Michael Winchester, Jancita Day, Brendan Madigan,
Matthew J. Schelle, Alexander Spinks, Letitia Sutherland, Ben Tranter
 
818522016306  Ghost of Uniondale     2014     "One of the best performing theatrical
releases in South Africa in 2014, The Ghost of Uniondale is a charming fantasy based on a
true story.
Stefan is driving through the countryside to visit his parents for Easter weekend when he
sees a strange-looking woman standing at the side of the road. Just then, his car breaks
down. Stefan pushes the car into the nearby town of Uniondale, and leaves it with the
only mechanic not closed for the holiday. Then Stefan finds an open pub and sits down to
wait. Based on the true story of the famous ghost in the small town of Uniondale South
Africa." Adam Tas, Tanya van Graan, Ivan Zimmermann, André Stolz, Tobie Cronje, André
Schwartz, Christina Knight, Nelda Janse van Rensburg
 
818522016337  Zero Zero Belge 2016  Harry Applefish, an isolated Belgian spy, paranoid,
willing to fight foreign forces to serve his country, is disturbed in his daily activities by
two men seeking for a job. Their presence in Harry's secret hole transform him in the
most extreme ways. Harry slowly looses control in a series of misunderstandings that lead
to a chaotic, absurd situation. He is convinced of being the victim of a major conspiracy
lead by his chief, Mister Brain. Guy Cohen, Kristiaan Debusheer, Hugues Hausman, Michel
Nabokoff, Patrick Ridremont
 
818522016610  If I Tell You I Have To kill You 2016    One-by-one the students of College
Professor Dr. Black (Obba Babatundé) are found dead. More disturbing than the fact that
they died, was how they perished and why. As Dr. Black becomes the prime suspect in the
case being investigated by Detective Harris (Keith David), the clock is ticking for him to
solve the mystery of the murders before all are lost. As the search draws closer to who or
what is responsible, all beliefs are challenged, and true destinies are revealed, heating
up to a shocking conclusion that no one involved would have expected.    Obba
Babatunde, Keith David, Tom Sizemore, Tiny Lister,  Robert Miano, Reiley McClendon,
Michael Bernardi, Andrew Cappelletti, Mark Irvingsen
 
 
 
HBO LATIN AMERICA



 818522013022  FDP I (SOB)     2013     (fdp) follows the story of soccer referee Juarez Gomes
da Silva. Juarez's dream is to referee on the final of the FIFA World Cup. Despite some
professional victories, his personal life is a loss. With one kid and abandoned by his wife,
he needs to find a way to reconquer his family and put his life back on track. In 13
episodes, a never-seen before look on the life of this very misunderstood character. This
production have several cameos from soccer players and experts.   Eucir de Souza; Cynthia
Falabella; Paulo Tiefenthaler; Fernanda Franceschetto; Maria Cecilia Audi; Carlos Meceni;
Adrian Verdaguer
 
818522013046  Filhos Do Carnaval I & II 2006 Sons of the Carnival tells the story of Anésio
Gebara, owner of a samba school, leader of a wide network of "Jogo do Bicho" and of his
four sons: Anesinho, Claudinho, Brown, and Nilo. Upon reaching the age of 75, Anésio
Gebara receives the worst blow of his life; a misfortune that will truly affect the fate of
everyone. As of that tragic event, Sons of the Carnival unveils the different paths the sons
take to occupy a significant place in their father's life, until each one finds his own place
in the world... a story that ends during the last seconds of the spectacular Rio de Janeiro
carnival parade.  Enrique Diaz; Rodrigo dos Santos; Thogun; Jece Valadão; Felipe Camargo
 
818522013053  Mandrake IA & IB + Specials   5 "Paolo Mandrake is a charismatic criminal
lawyer with detective instincts, who, between cases, gets involved with the most
beautiful women.  Above all a skeptic, Mandrake has lost his innocence and sees life from
a different point of view. He shares a small but respected practice with his 70-year-old
partner named Wexler, who handles the civil cases and treats Mandrake like a son, but
also hassles him over the unorthodox methods he employs. Later, suffering from
personal and professional problems, Mandrake is spending more and more time out on
the town. But things appear to look up when a complicated case becomes a challenge and
he has to use all his expertise to solve a mystery murder. What makes Mandrake an



intuitive and shrewd investigator is the same thing that makes him irresistible to the
opposite sex. " Marcos Palmeira; Luiz Carlos Miele; Marcelo Serrado; Maria Luisa
Mendoza; Erika Mader
 
818522012933  Alice I + Specials 2008 "The series, in 13 episodes, tells the story of Alice, a
26-year-old young woman who goes from Palmas to São Paulo to attend her father's
funeral, upon receiving the news of his tragic death. Upon arriving in São Paulo, Alice
discovers a new world, meets new friends and undergoes new experiences that make her
fall in love with the city.Two special episodes show Alice, her friends and family two
years after arriving in São Paulo. Andréia Horta; Regina Braga; Juliano Cazarré; Walderez
de Barros; Marat Descartes; Daneri Gudiel; Gabrielle Lopez; Felipe Massuia
 
818522012940  Capadocia I     2008     "Capadocia is the name of an innovative women's
prison facility in Mexico City that was created as a result of political interest and power
struggles. Two projects converge there, both as conflicting as their leaders: one, a
humanitarian project lead by Teresa Lagos, who seeks to implement a program for the
comprehensive rehabilitation of imprisoned women; the other, a commercial project
spearheaded by Federico Márquez, who, conversely, seeks to benefit from the prison's
cheap labor, veiled by social discourse about teaching the prisoners a skill that will allow
them to reintegrate into society.  Ana de la Reguera; Alejandro Camacho; Juan Manuel
Bernal; Dolores Heredia; Héctor Arredondo; Cecilia Suárez; Cristina Umaña; Marco Treviño
 
818522013107  Profugos I 2011           Prófugos is the story of a failed drug trafficking
operation that sparks a full-out pursuit of four men who find themselves forced to find
refuge throughout Chilean territory, as they flee from both the mafia and the law. The
four Prófugos - Vicente Ferragut, Alvaro "Tegui" Parraguez, Oscar Salamanca and Mario
Moreno - are contracted by Kika Ferragut to ground transport a liquid cocaine shipment
from the border of Bolivia to the Chilean port of Iquique. A complex web of ambitions,
interests and corruption envelops this drama, where no one is what they seem, where
everyone hides a past and where human wretchedness unites an unlikely foursome
before the critical need to escape.  Benjamin Vicuña; Luis Gnecco; Francisco Reyes; Nestor
Cantillana Blanca Lewin; Camila Hirane; Claudia Di Girolamo; Aline Kuppenheim"

Gravitas Ventures New Releases



 

  
191091266175    Dog By Dog    2016    DOG BY DOG is a documentary that aims to wake up
the American public to the horrible realities of puppy mills by following the money trail
across the United States and confronting those that have maintained this corrupt and
irresponsible system. While many documentaries have admirably exposed the public to
the sickening underworld of puppy mills, what has been missing from the public
discussion is a close examination of the umbrella of monetary support from massive
corporations to politicians and supposedly "dog-friendly" organizations. By following the
corporate money trail from state capitals to Washington DC, DOG BY DOG will shine light
into the dark corners of politics which has maintained a status quo that has allowed the
most irresponsible commercial dog breeders to thrive. Many people try to save these
animals one by one, or dog by dog. This documentary aims to point out the problems of
the current system in order to move toward a kinder and gentler one.     Documentary Cast

191091266120    Figures of Speech    2016   Figures Of Speech"", narrated by Chris Pine, is a
feature-length documentary that follows a group of high school students from all over the
country as they vie for glory in the little-known world of competitive acting, otherwise
known as ""Speech"" or ""Forensics."" Over one million students have participated in the



activity, which has been around for 90 years - even some celebrities you might recognize,
like Oprah Winfrey, Matt Damon, Ben Affleck, Josh Gad, Zac Efron. But for such a massive
sub-culture, surprisingly few people seem to know about it... unless they did it. In fact,
our cameras were the FIRST ever allowed into the National Speech & Debate Association's
official competition rounds. At times brutally honest and wickedly funny, the movie
brings to life the rush of live Speech competition and incorporates the drama of a coming-
of-age story. Each team must grapple with their own challenges: parental pressure,
academic stress, sexual identity, failure, success and falling in love. We're with them as
they learn to work together creatively, physically and emotionally. We want this film to
raise awareness for Speech Teams around the country, as they - like so many arts
programs in our schools today - must constantly struggle to stay alive."    Chris Pine; Lily
Kaiser; Steve Wagner; Brett Ponton; Bryan Ponton; Danielle Cottonham; Blake Flugence;
John Ward; Michael Reynolds

191091266090    Stuff    2017    A lesbian couple seem to be going through the motions of a
life together. Sure they are supporting a mother who is grieving the loss of a spouse and
getting their children to school on time....but excitement comes to town in the guise of a
single tattooed mother who proves to perhaps be more temptation then the couple's
marriage can handle. Will she split them apart or drive them back to each  other? The
invigorating tale takes many directions as that's the "stuff" life is made of.    Yvonne Jung;
Karen Sillas; Traci Dinwiddie; Phyllis Somerville; Kevin Brown; Maya Guacci; Brianna
Scudiero. Vincent P. Colon; Joseph A. Halsey; Gregory M. Brown; Helen Proimos; Kristen
Digilio; Regina Hardy; Don Cato; Vinny Colon; John Marean; Melissa Wine

191091266021    Black Widows    2016    In a little city called Los Angeles, an innocent girl
with the help of her friends tries to achieve the impossible: fall in love. When she is
raped by the man of her dreams, the women band together to enact a seemingly
harmless revenge plot. When the prank goes awry resulting in the death of the rapist,
they set into motion a cataclysmic chain of events that results in the death of each of their
significant others over the course of twenty-four hours proving that maybe murder is
easier than meeting a good man. BLACK WIDOWS explores life in shades of grey.
Sometimes the bad guys aren't who you think they are and sometimes we have to
become the monster to avoid being the victim. It's a story about friendship and humor in
the face of tragedy; you can't always laugh about it but you can laugh in spite of it if you
have the right people in your life.    Jordan Elizabeth Goettling; Brigitte Graham; Shelby
Kocee; Jake Brown; Aleksandar Popovic; Casey Sullivan; Travis Richardson; Terri Treas;
Brandy Redd; Aidan Bristow; Matt Merchant; Megan Messmer; Brendan McCay; Dana
Bomar

191091266168    Goodnight Brooklyn    2016    Goodnight Brooklyn - The Story of Death By
Audio brings viewers inside the last underground venue for music and art in
Williamsburg, Brooklyn, a neighborhood once defined by its cultural contributions to the
city of New York. The feature length film chronicles the origins, community -building,
influence and ultimate closure of one of New York City's best venues for music and art,
ironically at the hands of a former champion of their efforts.    Edan Wilber; Oliver
Ackermann; Matt Conboy; Ty Segall; Michael Azerrad; Dan Deacon; Jason Amos; Bill
Pearis; Mark Kleback; Stephanie Gross; George Wilson; Greg Wilson

191091266038    Needlestick    2016    Nervous intern Everett Barnard returns to South
Union Cardiac Hospital to get a residency with his mentor, Dr. Crick. Unknown to him,
Crick found a cure for aging using techniques that Everett helped him develop. To mass
produce it, he needs to extract enzyme from just one human subject. One problem: the
process kills the subject (not exactly covered by insurance). Hospital CEO Ray LeGro, in
league with Crick, discovers Crick's actual plan to double-cross him, so LeGro fires him and
prepares to expose him to the authorities. Out of desperation, Crick locks the hospital
down and sets a mute madman loose inside to capture one victim for his twisted scheme.
However, it's Everett who is trapped inside, along with his hardened ex-girlfriend nurse,



jealous chief resident friend, and a young, mortally wounded dancer who has only hours
to live. Everett must race against time to escape the hospital, save his friends, and stop
his mentor's murderous experiments.    Lance Henriksen; Michael Traynor; Katie Savoy;
Jack Noseworthy; Alara Ceri; Jordan Trovillion; George Pogacich; Harry Lennix
 
191091268445    Love vs. Kentucky    2016    LOVE V. KENTUCKY is an honest account of the
struggles and luck involved in taking a civil rights case to the highest court in the United
States. Following the unexpected initial success, two Louisville family attorneys find
themselves struggling to find support from national civil rights organizations and turn to a
larger law firm for expertise. Nothing seems to go as planned when a conservative judge
rules unexpectedly, an Attorney General refuses to argue for his State, and third-party
organizations intervene with their own amicus briefs. Suddenly Kentucky finds itself
alongside three other states in the forefront of a national marriage-equality debate in
what ultimately lands them before the U.S. Supreme Court. The journey is not without
trial-and-error as each set of attorneys involved have their own agendas. This is story of
how laws are overturned.    Documentary Cast

191091266199    Call of the Wolf    2016    Kidnapped and trapped by a winter storm, this
slow burn thriller follows two strangers who must outsmart an unseen killer.   
 Aleksander Ristic; Cynthia Bravo; Matthew Oliva

191091265994    Zimbelism    2016    Zimbelism is a feature documentary about the work of
humanist photographer George S. Zimbel. At 86, Zimbel is one of the last working elders
of street photography. A wonderful storyteller, his tales from the darkroom recall shoots
with JFK, Marilyn Monroe, Harry Truman, the real Mad Men of Madison Avenue and a
David-and-Goliath rights battle with his beloved New York Times. It's a photographic
voyage across the back half of the 20th century-an honest and touching view of the
human experience.    George S. Zimbel; Jean Bardaji; Martin Benoit; Stephen Bulger;
Diane Charbonneau

191091228272    Eadweard    2016    The true story of world-famous, turn-of-the-century
photographer Eadweard Muybridge who discovered how to capture the theory of motion
on film with his famous Stanford Horse Gaits photographs. Using animals from a local zoo
as subjects, Eadweard created the first motion pictures and in the process became
recognized as 'The Godfather of Cinema'. As his passion fueled, he began photographing
nude men and women. With fame overtaking his life, his personal life twisted into dark
betrayal, murder, and a legacy that continues to amaze cinematic historians and the
world.    Michael Eklund; Sara Canning; Christopher Heyerdahl; Charlie Carrick; Jodi
Balfour

 

Warner Archive New Blu-ray Releases!



  

888574474577  World Without End [Blu-ray]    BD-25   1956     "CinemaScope's first science-
fiction thriller" sees four intrepid astronauts (Hugh Marlowe, Nelson Leigh, Rod Taylor
and Christopher Dark) successfully complete mankind's first Mars mission, only to run
afoul of a warp in space. Tossed centuries into the future, they discover an Earth
devastated by nuclear war, where mutant beast-men rule the surface. Underground is a
society marked by listless males and lustful ladies (future- wear designed by Vargas!).
Trapped in a tomorrow they never made, the four astronauts take on the mutant and the
malicious while fighting to bring humanity back to the surface.    Rod Taylor; Nancy Gates;
Hugh Marlowe; Nelson Leigh; Shirley Patterson; Lisa Montell; Christopher Dark; Booth
Colman; Everett Glass
 
888574465049  Batman: The Brave and the Bold: The Complete Third Season [Blu-ray]          
BD-50   2010-11     Join the Caped Crusader and a wealth of DC's finest as they team up to
battle injustice in the third and final season of this cutting-edge series! Evil never sleeps
in these diabolical schemes plotted by the world's most infamous criminals including the
Joker, Lex Luthor, Equinox and Ra's Al Ghul! Thankfully, Batman and his many allies,
including Superman, Green Lantern, Aquaman and Wonder Woman, are always up for the
challenge! Circle this globe and others, and even travel through time in these 13 action-
packed, fun-filled episodes!           
 
888574475000  Valley of the Gwangi [Blu-ray] BD-50   1969     Cowpokes head into a
mysterious Mexican valley to head 'em up and move 'em out. But they're not looking for
little doggies. They're looking for great big dinosaurs.   James Franciscus stars in this
thunderous adventure featuring amazing special effects by Ray Harryhausen [The Beast
from 20,000 Fathoms, Clash of the Titans (1981)]. Franciscus plays a Wild West showman
who leads his riding and roping crew into the title region, where prehistoric giants still
roam. Thanks to Harryhausen wizardry, fantastic creatures lunge, fight and rampage in
scene after dazzling scene (including an awesome sequence where the cowboys rope
Gwangi, a razor-toothed allosaurus). Saddle up and join the excitement.  James
Franciscus; Gila Golan; Richard Carlson; Laurence Naismith
 
888574474744  Demon Seed [Blu-ray] BD-50   1977     Susan Harris is alone in the house
when, suddenly, doors lock, windows slam shut and the phone stops working. Susan is
trapped by an intruder...but this is no ordinary thug. Instead, the intruder is a computer
named Proteus, an artificial brain that has learned to reason. And to terrorize. In "one of
her finest, most vulnerable performances" (Danny Peary, Guide for the Film Fanatic),
Julie Christie plays Susan in this taut techno-thriller based on the Dean Koontz novel.



Packed with suspense, surprise and special effects, Demon Seed follows Susan's
desperate attempts to outmaneuver and outthink her captor. Then Susan learns what
Proteus wants: its own child, conceived in her womb and destined for domination.  Julie
Christie; Fritz Weaver; Gerrit Graham; Berry Kroeger; Lisa Lu; Larry J. Blake; John O'Leary;
Alfred Dennis; Davis Roberts; Patricia Wilson
 
888574474560  S.O.B. [Blu-ray]    BD-50   1981     "Felix Farmer's (Richard Mulligan) latest
movie flops - and lots of Hollywood types spring into action. Agents are called. Lawyers
are retained. Statements are issued. It's what master comedy director Blake Edwards calls
"Standard Operating Bull," the subject of his gleefully satiric S.O.B. Julie Andrews is a
wholesome superstar about to alter her image...radically. Aiding and abetting the
madness are William Holden, Robert Preston, Robert Vaughn, Shelley Winters, Loretta
Swit and more. Dialogue crackles like fat in a fire, gags range from dead-on deadpan to
comedic broadsides, insights bristle and sting. Nothing standard here: S.O.B. is
extraordinary."            Julie Andrews; William Holden; Richard Mulligan; Stuart Margolin;
Larry Hagman; Robert Vaughn; Marisa Berenson; Robert Webber; Shelley Winters; Robert
Preston; Loretta Swit; Robert Loggia
 
888574474775  Finian's Rainbow [Blu-ray]      BD-50   1968     "He wears a ratty old cardigan
instead of tails, a battered felt hat in place of a topper - but one glimpse of those agile
feet and you know he's Fred Astaire. The great entertainer sang and danced his last
musical lead in Finian's Rainbow, director Francis Ford Coppola's exuberant movie of the
1947 Broadway hit.Astaire plays an Irish rogue who plants a stolen crock of leprechaun
gold in the soil near Fort Knox to reap what he thinks will be a rich harvest. In tow are his
spirited daughter (Petula Clark), a love-struck leprechaun (Tommy Steele) and a bigoted
Southern senator (Keenan Wynn) transformed by misbegotten magic. The treasurable
Burton Lane/E.Y. Harburg score includes "How Are Things in Glocca Morra?," "Look to the
Rainbow," "If This Isn't Love" and "Old Devil Moon." Watching it, you'll be in clover. Four-
leaf all the way."    Fred Astaire; Petula Clark; Tommy Steele; Don Francks; Keenan Wynn;
Barbara Hancock; Al Freeman Jr.; Ronald Colby; Dolph Sweet; Wright King; Louis Silas

 Coming Attractions Available For PreOrder
Now!

Look what's available now for pre-orders from Allied Vaughn!    
  



  

  
 
03/28/17           191091249123  Babymoon, The           DVD-5  2016     "Ba·by·moon (bābē
ˌmo ͞on) noun:  is the unique vaca on you take right before your first child is born. 
Taking time to get away from the daily grind, as a couple, has an almost therapeutic effect
and this is what reality-star Trace McEvans is counting on.  He takes his pregnant wife,
Hanna, on a luxurious babymoon to the beautiful country of Cartegentina in an attempt to
impress upon her his seriousness in becoming a good father. When Trace and Hanna
arrive, there are hints that not everything is going well with the relationship, as well as in
the country. Hollywood-types frequent the same vacation spots, and Trace happens upon
producer Fabrice.  Insecure about providing for his growing family, Trace's schmoozing
upsets Hanna.  The resulting argument spurs Trace into a group of rebels who kidnap him,
and it is up to Hanna to save her husband amidst a community of colorful characters that
include, disorganized rebels, a people-pleasing Sheriff, and overzealous Greenpeace



activists."  Shaun Sipos; Julie McNiven; Jessica Camacho; Michael Steger; Michael
DeLorenzo; Nora Kirkpatrick; Kelly Perine; Mark DeCarlo; Phillip Garcia; Georgie Guinane;
Daniel

3/28/2017    888574474577    World Without End [Blu-ray]    BD-25    1956    Sci-Fi    Warner
3/21/2017    888574465049    Batman: The Brave and the Bold: The Complete Third Season
[Blu-ray]    BD-50    2010-11    Family; Action; Adventure; Animation    Warner
3/14/2017    888574474744    Demon Seed [Blu-ray]    BD-50    1977    Horror; Science  
 Warner
3/14/2017    888574475000    Valley of the Gwangi [Blu-ray]    BD-50    1969    Western;
Science    Warner
3/7/2017    888574474775    Finian's Rainbow [Blu-ray]    BD-50    1968    Family; Adventure;
Musical    Warner
3/7/2017    888574474560    S.O.B. [Blu-ray]    BD-50    1981    Comedy; Drama    Warner
3/28/2017    191091249123    Babymoon, The    DVD-5    2016    Adventure; Comedy    Gravitas
Ventures, LLC.    
3/28/2017    191091266250    Babymoon, The    BD-25    2016    Adventure; Comedy    Gravitas
Ventures, LLC.    
3/21/2017    191091266007    Almost Anything    BD-25    2016    Comedy; Coming of Age  
 Gravitas Ventures, LLC.    
3/21/2017    191091266069    Almost Anything    DVD-5    2016    Comedy; Coming of Age  
 Gravitas Ventures, LLC.    
3/21/2017    191091266144    Country: Portraits of an American Sound    DVD-5    2016  
 Documentary; Music    Gravitas Ventures, LLC.    
3/21/2017    191091266205    Country: Portraits of an American Sound    BD-25    2016  
 Documentary; Music    Gravitas Ventures, LLC.    
3/21/2017    191091351369    Alienators, The    DVD-5    2016    Sci-Fi; Comedy    Gravitas
Ventures, LLC.    
3/21/2017    191091351505    Alienators, The    BD-25    2016    Sci-Fi; Comedy    Gravitas
Ventures, LLC.    
3/14/2017    191091351437    When the Bough Breaks    DVD-5    2016    Documentary; When
the Bough Breaks    Gravitas Ventures, LLC.    
3/14/2017    191091351529    When the Bough Breaks    BD-25    2016    Documentary; When
the Bough Breaks    Gravitas Ventures, LLC.    
3/7/2017    191091349243    The Dick Van Dyke Show - Now In Living Color!    DVD-5    2017  
     CBS    
3/7/2017    191091349267    The Dick Van Dyke Show - Now In Living Color!    BD-25    2017      
 CBS    
3/7/2017    191091268476    Banking on Bitcoin    DVD-5    2016    Documentary; Money  
 Gravitas Ventures, LLC.    
3/7/2017    191091268483    Banking on Bitcoin    BD-25    2016    Documentary; Money  
 Gravitas Ventures, LLC.    
3/7/2017    191091348260    Red Pill, The    DVD-5    2016    Documentary; Men's Rights  
 Gravitas Ventures, LLC.    
3/7/2017    191091351307    Andy Paris: Bubblegum King    DVD-5    2016    Documentary;
Biography    Gravitas Ventures, LLC.    
3/7/2017    191091351338    Red Pill, The    BD-25    2016    Documentary; Men's Rights  
 Gravitas Ventures, LLC.    
3/7/2017    191091351499    Andy Paris: Bubblegum King    BD-25    2016    Documentary;
Biography    Gravitas Ventures, LLC.    
3/6/2017    888574470135    The Jamie Foxx Show: The Complete Second Season    DVD-9  
 1997    Comedy    Warner    
2/28/2017    888574474638    The Arrangement    DVD-9    1969    Drama    Warner    
2/28/2017    888574474928    Rachel, Rachel    DVD-5    1968    Drama; Romance    Warner    
2/28/2017    888574474942    Sadie McKee    DVD-9    1997    Comedy; Drama; Romance  
 Warner    
2/28/2017    888574474973    Strange Cargo    DVD-9    1994    Action; Adventure; Drama  



 Warner    
2/28/2017    888574475055    Why Do Fools Fall In Love    DVD-5    1998    Docudrama;
Romance; Musical    Warner    
2/28/2017    888574475079    A Woman's Face    DVD-9    1983    Drama    Warner    
2/28/2017    888574474782    Flamingo Road    DVD-9    1964    Drama    Warner    
2/28/2017    888574474997    Torch Song    DVD-9    1957    Drama; Romance    Warner    
2/28/2017    888574474690    Dancing Lady    DVD-9    1933    Romance; Musical    Warner    
2/28/2017    888574452384    When Dinosaurs Ruled the Earth    BD-50    1970    Adventure;
Action; Sci-Fi    Warner    
2/28/2017    191091266083    Stuff    BD-25    2016    Drama; LGBT    Gravitas Ventures, LLC.    
2/28/2017    191091266120    Figures of Speech    DVD-5    2016    Documentary    Gravitas
Ventures, LLC.    
2/28/2017    191091266175    Dog By Dog    DVD-5    2016    Documentary; Dogs    Gravitas
Ventures, LLC.    
2/28/2017    191091266229    Dog By Dog    BD-25    2016    Documentary; Dogs    Gravitas
Ventures, LLC.    
2/28/2017    191091266090    Stuff    DVD-5    2017    Drama; LGBT    Gravitas Ventures, LLC.    
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